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Bond Returns during Tightening Cycles

“…..what do rising rates mean for bonds? Consider the last seven hiking periods. The core bond benchmark, 
the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Index, declined in only two of those periods and averaged a nearly 4% return. 
Those two periods, with low single-digit losses, were also a far cry from the double-digit corrections stocks 
often experience.”

Sources: Capital Group, Bloomberg Index Services Ltd., Morningstar. As of 11/30/21. Daily results for the index are not available prior to 1994. 
For those earlier periods, returns were calculated from the closest month-end to the day of the first hike through the closest month-end to the day of the final hike.



Stock Returns during Tightening Cycles

“History indicates that 2022 is likely to end on a better foot than it started. U.S. stocks have historically 
performed well during periods when the Fed raised rates, as a growing economy tends to support corporate 
profit growth and the stock market. In fact, stocks have risen at an average annualized rate of 9% during the 12 
Fed rate hike cycles since the 1950s and delivered positive returns in 11 of those instances, according to Keith 
Lerner, Truist’s co-chief investment officer. The one exception was during the 1972-1974 period, which 
coincided with the 1973-1975 recession.”

Additional Source: Bloomberg, “U.S. Stocks Historically Deliver Strong Gains in Fed Hike Cycles”



Stock Market Volatility during Mid-Term Election Years

“Since 1950, the S&P 500 has averaged an intra-year pullback of 17.1% in midterm years, according to LPL 
Financial. But the final three months of a midterm year and the first two quarters of the following year, 
known as the pre-election year, have been some of the strongest quarters for stocks over the four-year U.S. 
presidential cycle. In pre-election years going back to 1950, the benchmark index has notched an average 
return of 32.3%.”

Additional Source: Bloomberg, “U.S. Stocks Historically Deliver Strong Gains in Fed Hike Cycles”



Stock Market Volatility during Mid-Term Election Years

“….political uncertainty often has a noticeable short-term effect on markets. An analysis of more than 90 years 
of equity returns reveals that stocks tend to have lower average returns and higher volatility for the first 
several months of midterm election years. As results at the polls become more predictable, this trend often 
reverses and markets have tended to return to their normal upward trajectory. But these are just averages, so 
investors shouldn’t try to time an entry point into the market.”

Sources: Capital Group, RIMES, Standard & Poor’s. The chart shows the average trajectory of equity returns throughout midterm election 
years compared to non-midterm election years. Each point on the lines represents the average year-to-date return as of that particular 
month and day, and is calculated using daily price returns from 1/1/31–11/30/21.



Stock & Bond Returns during Different Inflationary 
Environments 

“….even during times of higher inflation, stocks and bonds have generally provided solid returns as shown in 
the chart. It’s mostly at the extremes — when inflation is above 6% or negative — that financial assets have 
tended to struggle. And sustained periods of elevated inflation are rare.”

Sources: Capital Group, Bloomberg Index Services Ltd., Morningstar, Standard & Poor’s. As of 11/30/21. All returns are inflation-adjusted real returns. 
U.S. equity returns represented by the Standard & Poor’s 500 Composite Index. U.S. fixed income represented by Ibbotson Associates SBBI 
U.S. Intermediate-Term Government Bond Index from 1/1/70–12/31/75, and Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index from 1/1/76–11/30/21.
Inflation rates are defined by the rolling 12-month returns of the Ibbotson Associates SBBI U.S. Inflation Index.



Volatility Ahead: Be Comfortable with Your Risk Exposure
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Volatility is Not Inherently Evil
Volatility is a necessary evil in the 
investing landscape. However, more 
volatility is not always a recipe for lower 
market returns. Since 1983, the mean 
intra-year drawdown was 9.3 percent. 
However, the mean calendar year return 
was 13.5 percent.

Higher volatility means a higher 
likelihood of making an emotional 
decision at the wrong time when 
allocating capital. Reassessing your ability 
to bear risk ahead of volatility helps stay 
the course when it arrives.
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Source: Morningstar, as of December 20, 2021. Returns 
represented by S&P 500 Index. Use of Indices and Benchmark 
Return Indices cannot be invested in directly. Index performance 
is reported gross of fees and expenses and assumes the reinvest 
dividends and capital gains. Past performance does not indicate 
future performance and there is a possibility of a loss. See 
disclosure page for indices representing each asset class.

Portfolio Impact
Increasing allocations to U.S. equities, diversifying away from concentrated interest rate risks present in fixed income indexes and further 
distributing allocations across real assets can help guard against the potential for higher volatility across global markets and the numerous ways in which 
it can manifest. However, we continue to remind investors that timing markets rarely proves to be a successful investment strategy. Rather, understanding your 
ability to bear risk and thoughtfully managing risk exposures can lead to more persistent success over time. 



Pullbacks Should Be Expected (over Time)
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“What's unusual is not that we've had a 10% correction; what's unusual is how long it's been between corrections. 

In February-March 2020, the S&P 500 dropped about 33% before recovering.  Prior to that, the last 10% decline 
was in late 2018, when the Fed talked about raising rates aggressively; that period — from the end of September to 
just before Christmas — resulted in a decline of 19% for the S&P 500. 

That's two 10%+ corrections in the last 3 years and 2 months. That works out to a correction every 19 months.  
While that sounds like a lot, it is below the historic norm.” (CNBC, January 25, 2022)

Decline
# 

Occurrences

Approximate
Frequency

Average Time
to Recover 
(in months)

5%-10% 84 ~ 1x per year 1

10%-20% 29 ~ Every 2.5 years 4

20%-40% 9 ~ Every 8.5 years 14

40%+ 3 ~ Every 25 years 58

Declines in the S&P 500 since 1946

Source: Guggenheim



Disclosures
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The performance information presented in charts, tables, or graphs represent simulated historical performance, which has been derived by retroactively 
applying The Frontier Engineer™ process in its most recently developed form with its most recently derived ten-year (forward-looking) capital market 
assumptions.   Such historical return simulations (or back testing) was performed by simulating the combination of actual index returns for the historical 
period with a buy and hold strategy effective January 1, 1988 through the most recently available month-end date with simulated rebalancing occurring 
every month-end (with the reinvestment of dividends and capital gains from each index). 

Back tested performance is hypothetical and does not reflect actual trades or actual performance. As with all models, there are inherent limitations which are 
derived from the retroactive application developed with the possible benefit of hindsight, including the risk that certain factors such as material economic 
and market conditions could have contributed to materially different (either higher or lower) performance results than those depicted, or that certain 
material factors may have been included or excluded from consideration. As such, actual results during the applicable back tested period would have been 
different than those depicted.  

The Frontier Engineer™ process was initially developed in 2002, and was not offered by Apollon as a strategy prior to that time. The output of a forward-
looking model (or process) is a representation of allocation percentages among specific asset classes. Clients cannot invest directly in a target allocation, but 
rather, in underlying securities within designated asset classes. Apollon may change its models from time to time, and may update its model as additional 
capital market assumption information becomes available or to increase or decrease relative weightings or emphasis on certain factors. Consequently, the 
Firm may choose to deviate from a stated model over time as the model itself is revised, which could have a materially positive or negative impact on 
performance.  

During the period represented, Apollon made numerous modelling changes including the periodic changes in (ten-year) forward-looking expected returns, 
expected volatilities, expected non-normal return distribution assumptions, as well as tracking-error assumptions and risk budgets.  Furthermore, such 
assumptions can be modified client-by-client depending on certain preferences, priorities, constraints or unique considerations applicable to each client.  

Other economic and market factors may have impacted Apollon decision-making when using the model to manage client funds, including the list of 
approved asset classes by a client or client type as well as any client-directed or Apollon’s investment committee investment constraints.  

All investments bear the risk of loss, including the loss of principal. Past performance, actual or hypothetical, is no guarantee of future results.
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Apollon Wealth Management, LLC (Apollon) is a registered investment advisor This document is 
intended for the exclusive use of clients or prospective clients of Apollon. Any dissemination or 

distribution is strictly prohibited. Information provided in this document is for informational 
and/or educational purposes only and is not, in any way, to be considered investment advice 

nor a recommendation of any investment product or service. Advice may only be provided after 
entering into an engagement agreement and providing Apollon with all requested background 

and account information. Please visit our website for other important disclosures. 
http://apollonwealthmanagement.com

http://apollonwealthmanagement.com/
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